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Foreword:
“Physical Pain has no voice, but when it at last
finds a voice it begins to tell a story”
Elaine Scarry
The work of Amna Walayat deals with the
profoundly unspeakable task of how we experience
shame and pain. Walayat’s miniature images and
recent video works explicitly bring this shared yet
often interior world into a menagerie of this
symbolism. This imaginal world is made of
everything from self-portraits, historical figures such
as Queen Victoria, tigers and fawn, to internal
organs exposed and revealed from the interior of
the body to adorn the outside.
In “Broken” 2020 Walayat depicts an austere side
view of a Catholic nun holding both a torn placenta
and a flower, appearing in flattened profile she is
pure archetype, a face of a the queen in card deck.
Another queen appears more explicitly in a trio of
images of Queen Victoria, drawn upon by Walayat
as a spectre of the colonial past that seems to
haunt us. Paired next to this crucifix clutching nun
they grip us into a symbolic world of danger, they
point to parallel experiences of shame in two vastly
different post-colonial contexts and to the
unfinished archives of pain and the body they have
issued.

Victoria herself was much associated with pain and
child birth, It was long believed that women
experienced pain in child birth as though it was
“god’s will” and to alleviate this pain was against
nature, even with one professor Charles Meigs, a
prominent American theologian, proclaiming that
pains in childbirth were “natural and physiological
forces that the divinity has ordained us to enjoy or
to suffer.” Victoria protested, took chloroform during
her 9 childbirths until the procedure became known
as “chloroform à la reine”.
The final series of profile portraits are Walayat
herself, a series of both video and drawings entitles
“Self Portrait-Shame Series”. The profile portrait,
often reserve actors are transmitters of meaning
and metaphor, loaded with symbolism in their of
regal sitting or saints that arrive at witness in
medieval scenes, these profiles dress and what
they may carry gripped in their hands, rosery
beads, crucifixes, offerings of devotion. Walayat in
this series of powerful self-portraits evokes her own
tableaux of shame rituals, offering of cut braided
hair and letters of communication become the
touchstones of this shame and how shame itself
may be no more than violent silencing of pain.
Carol Reid White’s vibrant collage’s touch upon
histories of representation and femininity and holds
the possibility for a playful and experimentation
recalibration of archetype and iconography.

White’s work is loaded with curiosities and is
engaged in the everyday human activities of being
in the world. This vast body of new works emerged
during the pandemic. It is the practice of rebuilding
worlds of images through the cutting, slicing and
rearranging of characters that’s seem to verge on
the imaginal rather than mere imaginary.
Imaginal, in that they set forth a realm of new
possibilities. It is this sense that image making can
still hold out the possibility for the transformation of
ourselves in our encounter with it that is the
pleasure in viewing the work of both White and
Walayat.
The work of both artists attests to the demand we
make of art itself that we may through art somehow
magically speak of that which is unspeakable.
Through our encounter with these artworks we may
be allowed to access our shared stories together,
stories of the past but also of the present
unspeakable moments of daily life. This is never
more needed now, when our world feels so
separate, Through these artworks and stories they
transmit might offer us a new portal to a shared
world and an opportunity of being together.

Jesse Presley Jones

Constellation
The common thing in Carol White and Amna Walayat’s work is they are dealing with history and its related icon, allegories,
or metaphors in the form of fragments. After careful selection of these fragments (fuelled with historical references) once
constellate with one another on one page, create one image- as a whole. This image articulates new meaning and
generates a fresh dialogue with its viewer to recall on his own personal experiences and his knowledge about history.
These images, although look naive are loaded with critical, ironical, social, and political comment on history.
Carol White incorporates collage methods and Walayat uses the traditional and neo- miniature painting technique in her
work. Both styles are entirely different. However, layered with historical connotation in eastern and western subjects, in
the work of both artists bring them together for Constellation-1 project.
Amna Walayat
Curator

Carol Reid White born in New Jersey in
the 1950s. She is making collages since
the 60s. Her first serious outing was
submitting
black-and-white
arrangements for our High School
Yearbook in 1969. It took a while for the
faculty advisor to say, “Yes”.
Selected Shows:
Her work was exhibited in New Jersey
and Pennsylvania in the 1970s. Museum
Staff 1970 exhibition at The Newark
Museum (1983); Summit Art Centre
(1984); ephemeral pop-up exhibitions:
“C-Cal” in Loules, Portugal; “collage:
juxtapositioning” at NEXT Gallery,
Denver, Colorado; “Napoleon: the Elba
Years”; “Book of Death”, Wales; “Sirens
of the Harbour, Mermaids”, Bordeaux,
France; “Turquoise”, Lyons, France;
outings with Collagistes Collective:
“Bustin’ out on a Dream 1”, Whitechapel
Gallery, London; “Bustin’ Out in a Dream
2”, Copeland Hall, Peckham; “Art
Worldwide”, Padua, Italy, 2014-2016.
Recent exhibitions includes 2020 winter
- Mama Papa Dada, travelling exhibition,
Germany; Retroavantgarda 3; curated

by Anna Klos, Warsaw, Poland. March
2020. Retroavantgarda Gallery; MERZ
Gallery, Sanquhar, Scotland, Jan/Feb
2020 exhibit, (one work retained for
permanent collection) curated by Ric
Kasini Kadour; Traveling exhibition, “IL
purgatorio”, Corsi, Italy, March 2018March 2019 and “Collage: 3 Artists”,
Blue House Gallery, Schull, County Cork,
Ireland, April-May 2018.
Carol White’s work was featured in the
chapter, “Playing with Paper”, of The
Collage Ideas Book by Alannah Moore
(Octopus
Press,
2018);
and
in
“Selections from The Flying Glue Book”
in Kolaj #22.; Blue House Gallery, Schull,
Co. Cork, 3 person Collage Exhibition
May 2018; Sarah Walker Gallery,
Castletownbere, Co. Cork, May - June
2019.
http://kolajmagazine.com/artistdirector
y/carolwhite?fbclid=IwAR2UnKfjZ2RYHUTrjaYP
AqnlMHgcttB7_gtgxQBg3BeRDed6nSe
POJbJqy4

Artist Statement: Carol Reid White
Collage was a childhood activity. My father was a museum
educator and gave me brown paper, magazines and
paste/glue instead of coloring books. Spending time in
museums was interesting for a 5-year-old. The older I got
the more curious I was about portrait paintings. What
were these stone faced people thinking about? Did they
run and laugh? We’re they ever caught singing to birds?
Curiosities captured my imagination. It’s fair to say I was
always cutting paper. Scissors were never far from my
hands.
Museum galleries introduced me to seeing steadfast
objects layered in space. My dad taught night school in
suburban north NJ. The slides he used were borrowed
from the Metropolitan Museum of Art slide library. I’d
often go with him to select the week’s slides and had to
wait in the lobby with the guard. The gallery I could see,
head on, and that I’d wander through, was the Hall of
Armor. The heraldic banners and mounted knight as the
center piece were magical to a child. The scale, the colors,
the metal suits without men inside. Lances, maces, frog
mouthed helmets. Shapes and reflective surfaces. Fabrics.
Velvets and brocades.
As I got older, I kept making collages. In high school the art
in our yearbook was a series of black and white collages,
by me, on the theme- “To Seek a Better World”. Working
to a theme did not recur until decades later, in Ireland,
where I was a teacher of art appreciation for 20 years.
Collage was a tool I introduced to my students in relation
to the artists we were studying. It brought a non-drawing

exercise to further education students 17-80. I wrote a
FETAC dubiously received module on Collage Techniques
and taught it for 5 years before retirement. The greatest
joy was setting, what I thought were, creative “briefs”. I’d
sit among the students and work with them around an 11foot oval table.
I had an accident in 2012. It kept me from returning to
teaching. I found collage again. And never could return to
the classroom.
Sitting. watching the quiet world of home go by became
enriching. Sitting still had me thinking of 1000 things I
could not do. I’d imagine myself climbing a mountain.
Can’t do it. What about figure skating in an arena the size
of a basketball court? Too clumsy. Thinking of cloud
formations in the beautiful Irish skies - I’d think in images.
The paper tearing and cutting began.
Emerging from the cut-out paper pieces were portraits of
women - running, laughing, wearing armour, smoking,
being themselves, singing to birds. Walruses falling off
cliffs because of poor eyesight. David Attenborough kept
the world captivated. Childhood musings came back with a
vengeance. Isolation gave me my eyes back.
COVID-19 made us all stay inside, to cocoon, wear masks
when we stepped outside. The dark sides of alleyways,
deluges, frozen waves on Lake Michigan, 80-foot swells off
the coast of Ireland during the storm season tantalised the
imagination.
Scale and details became sinister and morbidly hilarious,
references to Hieronymus Bosch by rearranging his
paintings mixed with Irish newspaper articles and
newsprint. 2020. Inline image

From 2013 to the present, I’ve collaborated with dozens of
amazing artists from around the world. My collage has
appeared in Masters Theses, The online magazine The
Artist’s Catalogue (2015); Le Scat Noir online ‘zine (2016),
three-person collage exhibit at Blue House Gallery,
Schull,(2018) IRL; and a one-person exhibit at Sarah Walker
Gallery in Castletownbere, IRL (2019); Merz Gallery, collage
exhibit, Sandquar, Scotland 2020, Retroavantgarda 3,
curated by Anna Klos, April 2020, Warsaw, Poland.
Overseas exhibits of collage in Portugal, Spain, Germany,
England and America have included my collage in group
shows. “A Book About Death: The Last Dance”in Islip, NY
2019 !included my postcards of a collage along with 500
other international collagists’ work. Collaborations led to
“Unequal Twins”, the brainchild of Sabine Remy (GR) 2019
and Axelle Kieffer’s 2020 collaborations exhibition in
Savannah, GA. 2020.
MAMA PAPA DADA GR (2019), included a collaged
accordion fan that I made (using gels). Included in Collage
Ideas, Allannah Moore, book published by Octapus Press; .
A collage was accepted into RETROAVANTGARDA, curated
by Anna Klos, postponed because of Covid-19.
Collage is a scavenger’s medium. It provokes. Collage can
have political messages or allow experimentation with
digital media.
Found paper, found objects, fabric or
vintage ephemera can exist beside art history or
yesterday’s news. Paper and glue. Never be deceived by
simple materials. The world can be torn open on a page.
- Carol White
Cork, Ireland 2021

“Funnel-Like Perspective”. 2020

“I Speak In The Present Tense” 2020

Collage - Paper on Acid Free Card

Collage: Paper on Watercolour Paper

4” X 4.2”

4” X 4.6”

“Inventing
Beauty”2021
Collage - Paper on
Acid Free Card
8” x 10”

“Interior Landscape”
2021
Collage – Paper on
Acid Free Card
8” x 10”

“Indoor” 2021
Collage Paper on Acid
Free Card
Size: 8” x 8.5”

“Overwhelmed
by Details”
2021
Collage Paper on Acid
Free Card
Size: 6” x 6”

“Silence Has Only
One Street” 2020
Collage - Paper On
Acid Free Card
4” X 5.2”

“Symmetry of
Relationships”
2020
Medium: Collage Paper On Acid
Free Card
4”x3.5”

Fantasy Pets” 2021
Collage - Paper on Acid free
paper
4”x 4.5”

“Conversation with
Self” 2021
Medium: Collage on
Acid Free Card
4” X 4.5”

“Sifting Sand” 2021
Collage: Paper on acid free paper
Each – 4” x 6” (in one frame)

“Reflection Dream” 2021
Medium: Collage - Paper on Acid Free Card
6” x 4”

Bubble Gum Dream” 2020”
Collage - Paper on Acid Free Card
5” x 5”

“Sea Swell” 2020
Medium: Collage - Paper On Acid Free Card
Size: 5” x 5”

“Take the Plunge” 2020
Medium: Collage - Paper On Acid Free Card
Size:4.5” x 4”

“She Praises a Couscus”

2021
Collage on Acid Free Card
4” X 4.5”

“She Imagined A Desert”
2021
Collage - Paper on Acid
Free Card
7” x 10”

“House Bound” 2021
Collage - Paper On Acid Free Card
4” x 6”

Rembrandt Sisters Rescue
Animals” 2020
Collage - Paper on Acid Free
Card
8” x 10”

“We Moved in May” 2021
Collage on Acid Free Card
4” X 4.5”

We Are There Yet?” 2021
Collage - Paper on Acid Free Card
5”x7”

“Night City” 2020
Medium: Collage - Paper On Acid Free Card
Size: 5” x 4.5”

Amna Walayat

has an M.A. in
Modern and Contemporary Art,
History, Theory and Criticism from
University College Cork in 2015. She
also has a M.A. in Fine Arts from
University of the Punjab, Lahore in
Pakistan in 2002. She has worked as
Program Organizer with the Pakistan
National Council of the Arts; Curator
with Alhamra Arts Council and PhD
studio-based researcher with PURAF,
University of The Punjab. Her major
areas of research for her artwork are
British India, colonialism, orientalism,
migration, and gender. She recently
established the Ireland-Pakistan Arts
Exchange (IPAE) to bring both art
communities
together
through
creating opportunities for networking
and exchange. She has curated an EExhibition, ‘Re-Root’ with the
Pakistani Artists Community in Ireland
in collaboration with the Embassy of

Pakistan,
Dublin
which
was
showcased in August 2020. And
“Opportunities in Pakistan” a Visual
Artists on-line Café in collaboration
with VAI. Amna Walayat has been a
long resident in UK and France before
settling in Cork, Ireland. She is a
recipient of Arts Council Ireland
'Visual Artist Bursary Award, 2020'
and
'Professional
Development
Award-2021' and Dilkusha Award
2021.
Member of Lavit Gallery, Cork;
Member of Cork Print Makers; Cork;
Member Art Nomads, Member Visual
Artists Ireland and Managing IrelandPakistan Arts Exchange.
https://www.facebook.com/amna.ma
jid.10
https://www.instagram.com/amna.w
alayat/

Artist Statement: Amna Walayat
"My current body of work deals with the
“culture of shame” and the collective
behaviour of society. “In the name of
Shame” individuals are forced to take steps
that are against accepted human values.
Some examples are mother and baby
homes in Ireland, a scandal that happened,
indeed, in the name of family honour or a
woman’s shame. This type of killing,
exploitation, and related violence is
common
throughout
the
world.
Female and children’s bodies
become the victims of the “culture of
shame”.
In my work, I also take a survey of the
culture of shame in Pakistan, where I grew
up. I selected a few Pakistani pop culture
phrases that metaphorically deal with the
notion of shame. Such as playing with the
Turban/ got the family’s nose cut; cutting
the

braid; shaving the head, nose piercing,
even rape and acid attack etc. The use
of this metaphor appears as subversive or
shocking symbolism in my work. The same
level of symbolism (as photomontage, cut
or suture) you can find in the work of my
co-exhibiting artist Carol White, inspires me
alot. However, the symbolism in my work
refers to the ways of controlling women or
giving dreadful lessons to female members
of society.

virtual. The use of this foreign medium is
also an endeavour to tell the tales on the
Island of Ireland from the faraway land
that I come from, Pakistan- To create
another kind of Constellation”.
Amna Walayat
Cork, Ireland2021.
.

In historical context, I deal with Queen
Victoria as the most powerful living female
who controlled almost the whole world in
her long lifetime. Nobody could bring harm
to her despite of her involvement in many
Imperial scandals.
I am trained in mixed media academically,
but I deliberately shifted to the medium of
Indian miniature painting that invites the
intimacy of the viewer with the
meticulously
detailed
brushwork.
Unfortunately, this intimacy during
lockdown will remain only

Amna Walayat is supported by The Arts Council
Visual Arts Bursary award.

"Pain"(2021)
Performance Video/Film
Dimension: variable

“Self Portrait - Shame Series # 3” (2021).
Gouache on wasli,
Traditional miniature painting.
Size: 8"x12"

“Self Portrait - Shame Series # 4” (2021).
Gouache on wasli,
Traditional miniature painting.
Size: 8"x12"

“Self Portrait - Shame Series # 2” (2021).
gouache on wasli,
Traditional miniature painting.
Size: 8"x12"

“Self Portrait - Shame Series # 1” (2021).
gouache on wasli,
Traditional miniature painting.
Size: 8"x12"

"Cutting"(2021)
Performance Video/Film
Dimension: variable
“Self Portrait - Shame Series # 5”
(2021).
Gouache on wasli,
Traditional miniature painting.
Size: 8"x12"

“Broken 2” 2020
Medium: Gouache and lead pencil
on wasli, Traditional miniature
painting.
Size:14” X 22”

“Broken” 2020.
Gouache on wasli Traditional miniature
painting.
Size:14” X 22”

“Crossing the Line” 2020
Gouache on wasli,
24c. Synthetic Gold on Border
Traditional miniature painting.
Size: 14” X 22”

"Opening the Heart"(2020)
Gouache on wasli,
Traditional miniature painting.
Size: 6"x6"

"Gang Rape"(2020).
Gouache on wasli,
Traditional miniature painting.
Size: 8"x12"

"Play"(2021)
Performance Video/Film
Dimension: variable

"Anarkali"(2020).
Gouache and gold on wasli,
Traditional miniature painting.
Size: 8"x12"

"Empress of India- Illegitimate
Transfer of Power"(2016).
Gouache and gold on wasli,
Traditional miniature painting.
Size: 8"x12"

"Bengal Tiger Hunt"(2020).
Gouache and gold on wasli,
Traditional miniature painting.
Size: 8"x12"

Catalogue Designed and Compiled by Amna Walayat

